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Statics and Strength of Materials for Architecture and Building Construction, Fourth Edition,  offers

students an accessible, visually oriented introduction to structural theory that doesn&#39;t rely on

calculus. Instead, illustrations and examples of building frameworks and components enable

students to better visualize the connection between theoretical concepts and the experiential nature

of real buildings and materials. This new edition includes fully worked examples in each chapter, a

companion websiteÂ with extra practice problems, and expanded treatment of load tracing.
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The first edition of Statics and Strength of Materials for Architecture and Building Construction was

widely considered one of the finest books in the field. The illustration program, custom crafted by

Kevin Kane, tells a clear graphical story about the principles of structural analysis in the design and

construction of buildings.   Intended for students and professionals in architecture, construction, and

civil engineering technology, this text is intended as the next step after a basic introduction to

structures. A highly visual, non-calculus approach is employed. Organized into two parts, the first

part of the book covers statics while the second part covers the strength of materials.   Features of

this new edition include: Reviews of software programs currently available for structural analysis. A

new chapter on steel connections. New illustrations added to aid reader understanding. Updated

reference tables and specifications.  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.



A primary aim of this book has been to develop and present basic structural concepts in an easily

understood manner using "building" examples and illustrations to supplement the text. Much of this

material has been field tested, revised, and modified over a course of 25 years of teaching.  

Introducing structural theory, without relying on a predominantly mathematical treatment, has been

challenging to say the least&#151;and a non-calculus engineering alternative to the topic seemed

essential if the target audience (students of architecture, building construction, and some

engineering technology programs) were to remain interested. Early on it was decided that a heavily

illustrated, visual approach was essential in connecting and linking structural theory to real buildings

and components. Using examples and problems that are commonly found in buildings and

structures around us seemed to be a logical way of introducing mathematically based material in a

nonthreatening way.   This text is organized along the lines of traditional textbooks on statics and

strength of materials because it seems to be the most logical approach. A sound understanding of

statics and strength of materials establishes a theoretical and scientific basis for understanding

structural theory Numerical 5alculations are included as a way of explaining and testing one's

understanding of the principles involved. Many fully worked example problems are included, with

additional problems for student practice. An interesting, descriptive narrative of structural concepts

may stimulate the student's interest in the subject matter, but it does not engage the student enough

to ensure understanding.   This text is intended as the next step following a basic introductory

course on structural principles (for example, Salvadori and Heller's Structure in

Architecture&#150;The Building of Buildings). Organizationally, the book consists of two parts:

Statics in Chapters 2 through 4, and Strength of Materials covered in Chapters 5 through 10. Load

Tracing in Chapter 4 is not customarily covered in statics, but was intentionally included to illustrate

the power of the basic principle of mechanics and the use of free-body diagrams. Gravity and lateral

load tracing are often covered in subsequent structures courses, but the fundamentals can be

introduced at this stage without much anxiety on the student's part. Chapter 11 is included as a

synthesis of the prior topics and summarizes some of the overall architectural, structural, and

constructional issues outlined in the introduction to Chapter 1.   A heavy emphasis is placed on the

use of free-body diagrams in understanding the forces acting on a structural member. All problems

begin with a pictorial representation of a structural component or assembly and are accompanied by

a free-body diagram. Illustrations are used extensively to ensure that the student sees the

connection between the real object and its abstraction. Chapter 3 uses the principles discussed in

the previous chapter to solve an array of determinate structural frameworks. Load tracing in Chapter



4 attempts to examine the overall structural condition with regard to gravity and lateral loads. This

chapter illustrates the interaction of one member with other members and introduces the concept of

load paths that develop within a building.   Chapter 5 introduces the concepts of stress and strain

and material properties as they relate to materials commonly used in the building industry. The text

would be greatly complemented by a course on the methods and materials of construction taken

concurrently or before the strength of materials portion. Cross-sectional properties are covered in

Chapter 6, again with an emphasis on commonly used beam and column shapes. Chapters 7, 8,

and 9 develop the basis for beam and column analysis and design. Chapter 10 on steel connections

has been added to this second edition to emphasize the importance of the interconnection of parts

in creating a stable, functional, and economical structure. Elastic theory has been utilized

throughout, and the allowable stress method has been employed for the design of beams and

columns. Some simplifications have been introduced to beam and column design equations to

eliminate the complexity unwarranted for preliminary design purposes. Sizing of beams and

columns is well within the range of a final, closely engineered element sized by the more complex

formulas. It is assumed that students will take subsequent courses in timber, steel, and concrete.

Therefore, building code equations and criteria have not been incorporated in these chapters.   No

attempt was made to include the study of indeterminate beams and frames since it would require

substantial development beyond the purview of statics and strength of materials. Indeterminate

structures is probably one of the more important structural topics for building designers since most

of the commercial and institutional buildings of moderate size are of this type. Indeterminate

structural behavior using one of the many available structural analysis software packages is

emerging as a critical area of study for all future building designers.   This text is intended to be

used for a one-semester (15-week) class or two 10-week quarters in architectural, building

construction, and engineering technology programs. Chapters 4 and 10 might be of interest and use

to the civil engineering student who wants to better understand building components in a larger

context. Also, Chapters 8 and 9 might be useful for quick preliminary methods of sizing beams and

columns. Although this text might be used for self-study, its real benefit is to supplement the

instruction received in class.   Many of the topics covered in the text can be demonstrated in model

form in class. Slides of actual buildings representing the subject being covered help to reinforce the

idea through visual images. Previous teaching experience has been convincing about the need to

use a variety of media and techniques to illustrate a concept. Structures should by no means be a

"dry" subject.   Computers and the availability of powerful structural software for desktop and laptop

computers have revolutionized the field of structural analysis and design. Most students enrolled in



our programs are generally quite computer literate and expect extensive use of structural software

in solving statics and strength of materials problems. However, it is this author's belief that the basic

principles and numerical techniques used in this book are easily within the grasp and understanding

of our students. A sound, fundamental working knowledge of free-body diagrams, equations of

equilibrium, stress, strain, and bending equations are key to developing a mental framework for the

understanding of structural behavior. Basic equations of equilibrium, although quantitative in nature,

still evokes a qualitative, intuitive sense about a structure. Matrix-based computer programs are

highly abstract and mathematical with little connectivity to real structures, except perhaps for the

exceptionally gifted student.   Computers can certainly be used to supplement these early

foundation structures courses and add to the student's understanding of structural behavior through

the generation of graphically displayed output. Although there are many excellent structural

analysis/design software packages available for purchase, reference will be made in selected

sections of this book to free structural software of a limited nature accessible on the Internet.   As

part of an ongoing effort by the United States to convert from the U.S. customary system of units to

the international system of units (SI metric units), some example and practice problems in this text

use the SI units. A table defining both the U.S. customary system of units and the SI metric units is

included on page vii.  ACKNOWLEDGMENTS  I am indebted and grateful to a vast number of

students over many years who have used the earlier versions of this text and generously given

suggestions for changes and improvements.   In particular, this book would not be possible without

the shared authorship of Kevin Kane and his skill and insightfulness illustrating the structural

concepts. Kevin's major contributions, along with drawing and coordinating all of the illustrations,

are evident in Chapters 4 and 10. Additional thanks to Cynthia Esselman, Murray Hutchins, and Gail

Wong for drawing assistance that helped us meet deadlines.   Special acknowledgment and

appreciation is given to Tim Williams and Loren Brandford for scanning and typing assistance;

Robert Albrecht for reviewing the earlier manuscript; Ed Lebert for some of the practice problems;

Chris Countryman for proofreading the problems and solutions; Bert Gregory and Jay Taylor for

providing information pertinent to Chapter 10; and Elga Gemst, a teaching assistant from long ago,

for helping me prepare the original strength of materials sections and the biographies of famous

thinkers of the past. Thanks also go to the reviewers of this edition: Robert W. Aderholdt, Auburn

University; David Bilbo, Texas A&M University; and Madan Mehta, University of Texas, Arlington;

and our senior editor at Prentice Hall, Ed Francis. Finally, thanks to a friend and colleague, Frank

Ching, who encouraged us to pursue this project. He has served as a mentor and role model for

many of us who teach here at the University of Washington.   A warm and sincere thanks to our



families for their support and sacrifice throughout this process. Thank you Yvonne, Jacob, Qingyu,

Jake, Amia, and Aidan.   Barry Onouye   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

Don't waste your money in the campus bookstore. Older versions of the same book have 99% of

the same information.

Usually, when you're turned off by a technical book, it isn't because you're too stupid to read it - it's

because the concepts lack illustration in a way that promotes stimulation. This book has big

helpings of illustrations made especially to enhance the experiences of learning what would

otherwise be difficult or at the least abstract ideas in statics. The thrust is architecture, but the worth

of the book goes beyond architecture into engineering. Excellent for community college courses in

construction and mechanics.

Not a big fan of the book and the fact it wasn't as detailed as the hard copy, but it came in good

condition.

The book was super useful for me this semester, however the one that I had rented was missing 40

pages.

It was very helpful

for school :)

Great condition

Perfect condition
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